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III - PERFORMANCE AND WINDIMILLING DRAG CHARACTERISTICS
By William A. Fleming and Robert 0. Dietz, Jr.
SUIRAARY
The performance characteristics of the 19B-8 and 19XB-1 turbo-
jet engines and the windnilling-drag characteristics of the 19B-6
engine were determined in the Cleveland altitude wind tunnel. The
investigations were conducted on the 19B-8 engine at simulated
altitudes from 5000 to 25 .,000 feet with various free-stream ram-
pressure ratios and on the 19XB
--1 engine at simulated altitudes
from 5000 to 30,000 feet with. approximately static free-stream
conditions.
Data for these two engines are presented to show the effect of
altitude, free-stream ran-pressure ratio, and tail-pipe-nozzle area
on engine performance. A 21-percent reduction in tail-pipe-nozzle
area of the 19B-8 engine increased the let thrust 43 percent th.e
net thrust 72 percent, and the fuel consumption 64 percent. An
increase in free-stream ram-pressure ratio raised the jet thrust and
th.e air flow and lowered the net thrust through.out the entire range
of engine speeds for the 19B-8 engine. At similar operating condi-
tions o, the corrected jet thrust and corrected air flow were approxi-
mately the same for both engines, and the corrected specific fuel
consumption based on 'let thrust was lower for the 19XB-1 engine than
for the 19B-8 engine. The thrust and air-flow data obteined with
both. engines at various altitudes for a. given free-stream ram-
pressure ratio were generalized to standard sea-level atmospheric
conditions. The performance parameters involving fuel consumption
generalized only at high. engine speeds at simulated altitudes as
high as 15 , 000 feet. The windmilling drag of th.e 19B-8 engine
increased rapidly as the airspeed was increased.
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INTRODUCTION
Investigations have been conducted in the Cleveland altitude
wind tunnel at the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy
Department, to determine the performance and operational character-
istics of the 19B-2, 19B-8, and 19XB•-1 turbojet engines. Opera-
tional characteristics of all three engines are presented in refer-
ence 1 and the performance characteristics of the turbine in the
19B-8 engine are presented in reference 2. Performance character-
istics of the 19B-8 and 19XB-1 turbojet engines over a range of
simulated flight conditions are presented herein. Data for the
19B-2 engine are omitted because it is an earlier production model
of the 19B-8 engines
The effects of altitude, free=stream ram-pressure ratio s and
tail-pipe-nozzle area on engine performance are shown, The perform-
ance data are generalized to show the applicability of methods used
to determine performance at any altitude from rtiuns at a given
altitude. Windmilling drag characteristics of the 19B-8 e:Lgine are
also Dresentedo
Results are shown for the 19B-8 engine at simulated altitudes
from 5u00 to 25,000 feet at Free-stream ram-pressure ratios uy to
1.155 ana for the 19XB-1 engine at simulated altitudes from 5000 to
30
.
,000 feet at free-stream ram-pressure ratios below 1,01.
DESCRIPTION OF :ENGINES
19B- 8 engine. - The 19B-8 turbojet engir :. has a static sea-
level rating of 1365 pounds of thrust at an engine speed of
17,500 rpm,, At this rating the engine has an air flow of 28 pounds
per second and a fuel consumption of approximately 1800 pounds per
hour. The over-all length. of the engine is 1042 inches with. the
adjustable tail cone extended; the maximum diameter is 204 nches
and the total weight is 825 pounds, The maximum diameter does not
include the accessory group mounted on the front bearing sir port
at the compressor inlet.
This engine has a six-stage axial-flow compressor, an annular-
type combustion chamber, and a single-stage turbine. Fuel is
injected downstream into the combustion chamber through 24 nozzles
mounted circumferentially in the manifold at the forward end of the
combustion chamber. The gases leaving the turbine pass through a
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tail pipe equipped with a movable inner cone, which has a total
axial travel of 5 inches. When the inner cone is moved from the
"t in, 11
 or forward
	 osition, the ta i
	
., position to the "4-inches-out" p	 l-
	
-	
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pipe-nozzle area is decreased from 135 to 106 square inches. The
change in area is nearly linear with respect to the travel of the
tail cone. In order to cool the oil for lubricating the engine
bearings and accessory drive, a cylindrical oil cooler 2 feet long
with an inside diameter of 14 inches is attached to the front of
the engine. The inner wall of the cylinder provides the lieat-
exchanger surface for the oil.
19XB-1 engine. - The 19XB-1 turbojet engine is a modification
of the 19B-8 engine that contains a ten-stage axial-flow compressor
and has the same over-all engine dimensions. The tail - pipe lias a
fixed inner cone and the tail—,pipe-nozzle area is 103 square inches.
The 19XB-1 engine has a sea-level rating of approxim pately 1400 pounds
static thrust at a rated engine speed of 16,500 rpm. At this rating
the air flow is 29 pounds per second and the fuel consumption is
approximately 1600 pounds per hour.
INSTALLATION AND PROCEDURE
Each engine was installed in a nacelle mounted under a stub
wine that extended from one side of the 20-foot-diameter test sec-
tion of the wind tunnel. (See fig. 1.) The engine air was admitted
at the front of the nacelle, and a small duct beneath. the leading
edge of the wing admitted air to cool the outer well of the combus-
tion chamber and the tail pipe. For the runs at approximately static
conditions, when the free-stream ran-pressure ratio was *b e low 1.01,
the part of the cowling enclosing the tail pipe and the rear of the
combustion chamber was removed because the cooling-air flow through
the cowling was inadequate.
Survey rakes were installed at several stations in the engine
(fig, 2) in order to obtain temperature and pressure measurements
from which the component and over-all performance of the engine
could be determined. The methods used to calculate performance
parameters are presented in the appendix.
Throughout the part of the investigation discussed, a 6-mesh.
screen of 0.032-inch-diameter steel wire was attached to the front
flange of the oil cooler to protect the compressor from flying
objects in the tunnel.
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The 19B-8 engine was operated at simulated altitudes from 5000
to 25,000 feet with. free-stream ram-pressure ratios up to 1.155; and
the 19KB-1 engine, from 5000 to 30,000 feet at approximately static
free-stream conditions. The tunnel temperature was held at approxi-
mately NACA standard values for each flight condition. At each
simulated flight condition, the engine was run over the full range
of operable engine speeds, The fuel specified for these engines,
62-octane unleaded gasoline, was used.
During the investigation, the combustion chambers were modified
several times (see reference 1) in an attempt to increase the
operating range of the engines at high altitudes. Because none of
the modifications made any significant improvement in the operating
range of the engine, all the data presented are for the engines with
the standard combustion chambers as received from the manufacturer.
SYMBOLS
The following symbols are used in this paper:
A	 cross-sectional area, square feet
B	 t^^rust sca e reacting, pounds
CD
	installation drag coefficient
C 	 specific heat of gas Et constant pressure, Btu per
pound oR
D	 windmilling drag, pounds
Fj	 jet thrust, pounds
Fn	net thrust, pounds
f /a
	 fuel-air ratio
g	 acceleration of gravity, 32.2 feet per second per second
i	 mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 foot-pounds per Btu
m	 mass flow, slugs per second
N	 engine speed, rpm
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P	 total pressure, pounds per square foot absolute
p	 -static press-Lire, pounds per square foot absolute
R	 gas constant, 53.4 foot-pounds per pound OR
S	 wing area, square feet
T	 total temperature
., OR
Ti	 indicated temperature, OR
t	 static temperature, OR
thp	 net thrust horsepower
V	 velocity, feel per second
VT	 velocity, miles per hour.
Wa	air flow, pounds per second
Wf	 fuel consumption, pounds per hour
WflFj	 specific fuel consumption based on jet thrust, pounds
per hour pound thrust
Wf/Fn specific fuel consumption based on net thrust, pounds
per hour pound thrust
Wf/thp specific fuel consumption based on net thrust horse-
power, pounds per hour per thrust horsepower
Y ratio of specific beats for gases
5 ratio of absolute tunnel static pressure to absolute
static pressure of NACA standard atmospheric con-
ditions at sea level,
	
-p0/2116
ratio of absolute tunnel static temperature to
absolute static temperature of NACA standard
atmospheri c conditions at sea level,
	
t0/519
P mass density, slugs per cubic foot
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Subscripts:
a	 air
f	 fuel
9	 gas
station at which static pressure in jet reaches ambient
static pressure
0	 ambient free stream
1	 cowl inlet
2	 compressor inlet
5	 turbine outlet
The follo , ,AnG, performance parameters generalized to NACA standard
atmospheric conditions at sea level were used
DW/F) corrected.. t17indmm.11ing dra ,, pounds
FO/5 corrected jet thrust, pounds
rV6 corrected net thrust, pounds
(f/a)/e corrected fuel-air ratio
I VO_N/ corrected -engine speed J rpm
V' 0/ corrected true airspeed, miles per hour
Wa' F(913 corrected-air flow, pounds per second
corrected fuel consumption, pounds per hour
Wf / (F P e) corrected specific fuel consumption based on jet thrust,
pounds per hour per pound thrust
Wfl(FnVO—) corrected specific fuel consumption based on net thrust,,
Dounds per hour per pound thrust
Wf/tbp corrected specific fuel consumption based mi net thrust
horsepower, pounds per hour per thrust horsepower
CONFIDENTIAL
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PERFORMANCE CHp.RACTERISTICS
Effect of Inlet Screen
The screen installed at the cowl inlet for the wind-tunnel
investigation caused a total-pressure loss between the free stream
and the compressor inlet that varied with the corrected engine
speed. The ram-pressure ratios used in this report are based on
measurements of free-stream total pressure instead of compressor-
inlet total pressure. Because the-tunnel-test-section airspeed was
used to calculate net thrust and net thrust horsepower, the engine-
performance characteristics involving these parameters were slightly
affected. Th.e.relation between corrected engine speed and the ratio
of compressor-inlet total pressure to free-stream total pressure is
shown in figure 3. The curve shown in this figure was determined
from data obtained throughout the entire range of flight conditions
investigated.. The compressor-inlet ram-pressure ratio at any engine
speed may be obtained for the data presented by multiplyi the
free-stream ram-pressure ratio by the value of P2/PO obtained from
figure 3 for the corresponding corrected engine speed.
Effect of Altitude
19B-8 engine, - The 19B-8 engine performance at simulated
altitudes of 5000, 15,000, and 25 9 000 feet, a free-stream ram-
pressure ratio of 1,013, and with a tail-pipe-nozzle area of
135 square inches, is shown in figure 4. Because of the high. min-
imum speed of the engine at altitudes above 17,000 feet (refer-
ence 1), no data could be sho —vn for an engine speed, below
15,500 rpm at an altitude of 25.000 feet, The variations in jet
thrust, net thrust, fuel consumption, air flow, and specific fuel
consumption based on net thrust with increasing altitude are s;olm
in figures 4(a) to 4(e), respectively,
Above an engine speed of 13,000 rpm the fuel-air ratios at
simulated altitudes of 5000 and 15,000 feet were the same (fig. 4(f)).
At an altitude of 25,000 feet, however, the fuel-air ratio through.- .
out the entire operable range of the engine was higher tLa.n at
5000 and 15,000 feet. The high. fuel-air ratio obtained at
25,000 feet was probably related to the reduction in combustion
efficiency. A low combustion efficiency at a simulated altitude of
25,000 feet was indicated by the narrow operating range of the
engine as limited by combustion blow-out. At engine speeds below
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13,000 rpm, the increase in fuel-air ratio at an altitude of
15,000 feet above that at 5000 feet was also caused by the reduction
in combustion efficiency that accompanied an increase in altitude.
19XB-1 engine. - The 19XB-1 engine performance at approximately
static conditions (free-stream ram-pressure ratio less than 1.01)
and simulated altitudes of 5000 to 30,000 feet is shown in figure 5.
Maximum engine speed was Limited by high. tail-pipe temperatures and
above an altitude of 15,000 feet the minimam engine speed began to
increase. The reduction in jet thrust, fuel consumption, and air
flow that resulted from an. increase in altitude, is shown in
figures 5(a) to 5(c), respectively. No net-thrust curve is presented
inasmuch as these data were obtained at approximately static condi-
tions where the jet and .net thrusts are equal. Variation of specific
fuel consumption based on jet thrust with altitude and engine speed
is shown in figure 5(d). For high. engine speeds, the s pecific fuel
consumption was slightly higher at altitudes of 25,000 and
30,000 feet than at the lower altitudes. The effect of altitude on
the relation between engine speed and fuel-air ratio is shown in
figure 5(e).
Effect of Ram-Pressure Ratio
The effect of varying the free-stream ram-pressure ratio from
1,012 to 1.155 throug,out the operable speed range of the 19B-8
engine with a tail-pipe-nozzle area of 106 square inches at an
altitude of 15,000 feet is presented in figure 6. The maximum
engine speed obtainable with. the tail cone 4 inches out (tail-pipe-
nozzle area, 106 sq in.) was limited to about 16,500 rpm by high
tail-pipe temperatures. Increasing the ram-pressure ratio raised
the jet thrust (fig. 6(a)) and the air flow (fig. 6(c)) and lowered
the net thrust (fig. 6(b)) throughout the entire range of engine
speeds. At all engine speeds below 16,500 rpm the fuel consumption
was lowered as the ram-pressure ratio was increased (fig. 6(d)).
At low engine speeds, the specific fuel consumption based on
net thrust increased as the ram-pressure ratio was raised from 1,012
to 1.155 (fig, 6(e)). Above a speed of 14,000 rpm, however, the
specific fuel consumption increased only for a change in ram-
pressure ratio from 1.012 to 1.122, The specific fuel consumption
based on net thrust horsepower decreased with. increasing ram-y
pressure ratio throughout the entire range of engine speeds
(fig. 6(f)). At an engine speed of 16,500 rpm, the specific fuel
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consumption based on net thrust increased from 1.51 at a ram-
pressure ratio of 1.012 to 1.62 at a ram-pressure ratio of 1.155
(fig. 6(e)) and the specific fuel consumption based on net thrust
horsepower'decreaeed from 5.25 to 1.85 for a corresponding increase
in rasa-pressure ratio (fig. 6(f)). The relation between specific
fuel consumption based on net thrust and net thrust is shown in
figure 6(g).
The fuel-air ratio (fig, 6(h)) was reduced throughout the
entire range of engine operation as the ram-pressure ratio was
increased.
Effect of Tail-Pipe-Nozzle Area on Performance
The effect of a 21-percent reduction in tail-pipe-nozzle area
(from 135 to 106 sq in.), which was obtained by moving the tail
cone from the in position to the 4-inches-out position, on the
performance of the 19B-8 engine at a free-stream ram-pressure ratio
of 1.131 and at a simulated altitude of 10,000 feet, is shown in
figure 7. With a tail-pipe-nozzle area of 106 square inches, the
maximum engine speed was limited to 16,500 rpm by the turbine-inlet
temperature (1500 0 F). The reduction in tail-pipe-nozzle area
increased the jet thrust (fig. 7(a)), net thrust (fig. 7(b)), and
fuel consumption (fig. 7(c)) and lowered the air flow (fig. 7(d))
throughout the range of engine speeds. At an engine speed of
16,500 rpm, the reduction in nozzle area increased the ,het thrust
43 percent (fig. 7(a)), the net thrust 72 percent (fig. 7(b)), and
the fuel consumption 64 percent (fig. 7(c)),
Throughout the range of engine speeds, the specific fuel con-
sumption based on net thrust (fig. 7(e)) and the specific fuel
consumption based on net thrust horsepower (fig. 7(f)) were lower
with a tail-pipe-nozzle area of 106 square inches than with an
area of 135 square inches. At an engine speed of 16,500 rpm, the
specific fuel consumption based on net thrust was approximately
6 percent higher with a tail-pipe-nozzle area of 135 square inches
than with an area of 106 square inches. Changing the tail-pipe-
nozzle area had no effect on the relation between the specific fuel
consumption based on net thrust and the net thrust (fig. 7(g)).
The reduction in tail-pipe-nozzle area increased the back
pressure on the turbine and as a result the engine required a higher
turbine-inlet temperature, that is, a higher fuel-air ratio to main-
tain a given engine speed. The increase in fuel-air ratio resulting
from a reduction in tail-pipe-nozzle area is shown in figure 7(h).
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GENERALIZED PERFORMANCE
The concept of flow similarity and the application of dimen-
sional analysis to the performance of turbojet engines has led to
the development of the pressure and temperature reduction factors S
and e with which data obtained at several altitudes may be gener-
alized. Data thus far presented that were obtained at various alti-
tudes and free-stream ram-pressure ratios are generalized to NACA
standard conditions at sea level in order to test the applicability
of the factors 8 and 8 to the performance of the 19B-8 and 19XB-1
turbojet engines.
Application of the factors 8 and e give the following gen-
eralized performance variables; corrected engine speed, N,1;
corrected jet thrust, F j18; corrected net thrust, Fn/b; cor-
rected air flow, (W,10)l5, corrected fuel consumption, Wf/(&/O);
corrected specific fuel consumption based on jet thrust, Wf1(FjvfG_);
corrected specific fuel consumption based on net thrust, Wf/(Fn,/O-);
corrected specific fuel consumption based on net thrust horsepower,
Wf/thp; and corrected fuel-air ratio, (f/a)/8.
The generalized performance variables that contain fuel con-
sumption exclude the effects of variations in combustion efficiency,
which is a component of the factor of thermal expansion of the
working fluid included in the dimensional analysis. This exclusion
admittedly lessens the possibilities of successfully generalizing
the data in cases where the combustion efficiency changes.
The effect of altitude on the generalized performance of the
19B-8 and 19XB-1 engines is shown in figures 8 and 9, respectively.
The corrected jet t"_=st (figs, 8(a) and 9(a)), the corrected net
thrust (fig. 8(b)), and the corrected air flow (figs. 8(c) and 9(b))
generalized to a single curve for each engine. The parameters
involving fuel consumption, that is, corrected fuel consumption
(figs. 8(d) and 9(c)), corrected specific fuel consumption
(figs. 8(e), 9(d), and 9(e)), and corrected fuel-air ratio
(figs. 8(g) and 9(f)), generalized only in the upper range of engine
speeds for simulated altitudes as high as 15,000 feet.
Performance data obtained at various ram-pressure ratios did
not generalize to a single curve inasmuch as the factors 8 and 0
are not meant to correct for the changes in cycle efficiency that
accompany variations in raga-pressure ratios. The effect of ram-
pressure ratio on the generalized performance of the 19B-8 engine
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is shown in figure 10. The performance parameters involving cor-
rected jet thrust (fig. 10(a)) ., corrected net thrust (fig. 10(b)),
corrected air flow (fig. 10(c)), corrected fuel consumption(fig. 10(d) ), corrected_ specific fuel consumption based on net
thrust (figs. 10(e) and 10(f)), specific fuel consumption based on
net thrust horsepower (fig. 10(g)), and corrected fuel-air ratio
(fig. 10(h) ) produced a family of curves for various free-stream
ram-pressure ratios.
In the use of generalized performance curves, the effect of
ram-pressure ratio on engine performance at various altitudes can
be determined only by use of the entire family of curves. It is
impossible to predict the performance parameters involving fuel
consumption at low engine speeds or at high altitudes because the
effects of varying combustion efficiency are excluded from the
factors used in this report.
A comparison of generalized performance data, of the 19B-8 and
19XB-1 engines at a corrected engine speed of 17,000 rpm is pre-
sented in the following table:
Engine
19B- 8 . 19XB-1
Tail-pipe-nozzle area, sq in. 106. 103
Corrected engine speed,
	 NI'le-,	 rpm 17,000 17,000
Corrected jet thrust,
	
F l /b,
	
lb 1370 1375
Corrected air flow,	 Wa T15,	 lb/sec 27.0 26.5
Corrected fuel consumption,
	 Wf /NFe,	 lb/hr 1965 1825
Corrected specific fuel consumption based on 1.435 1.328jet thrust, Wf l(F j ^,105),	 lb/(hr)(lb thrust)
Corrected fuel-air ratio,
	 Wa Ve 0.0202 0.0192
Data presented in this table were obtained from figure 9 for
the 19X-B-1 engine at static conditions and from figure 10 for the
19B-8 engine at a free-stream ram-pressure ratio of 1.012. At
static conditions, the ejector effect of the jet produced a velocity
in the tunnel test section at a maximimi engine speed equivalent to
a free-stream ram-?pressure ratio of approximately 1.012. For the
conditions given in the table, the compressor-inlet ram-pressure
ratio for both engines was 0.938. Generalized data are used because
the inlet-air temperatures were different for the two engines.
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The corrected jet thrust and the corrected air flow of both
engines at a corrected engine speed of 17,000 rpm were approximately
the same, The corrected specific fuel consumption based on jet
thrust was lower for the 19XB-1 engine than for the 19B-8 engine,
WINDMILLING DRAG
The magnitude of the windmilling drag obtained when an engine
is inoperative and is allowed to windmill during flight is equal to
the change of momentum of the air as it passes through the engine.
A limited amount of windmilling drag data was obtained for the 19B-8
engine at simulated altitudes from 5000 to 30,000 feet and tunnel-
test-section airsLDeeds from 176 to 373 miles per hour with the
screen installed at the cowl inlet. 'Generalized values of wind-
milling drag (fig. 11(a)) show that the windmilling drag increased
rapidly as the corrected true airspeed was increased. A single
curve was drawn through the generalized values obtained at various
altitudes. The relation between the ratio of windmilling drag to
the maximum net thrust obtainable with a tail-pipe-nozzle area of
135 square inches and the tunnel-test-section true airspeed is shown
in figure 11(b). These data show that at any altitude the wind-
milling drag of the engine at an airspeed of 200 miles per hour was
2.5 percent of the maximum net thrust obtainable at this airspeed
and that at an airspeed of 375 miles per hour the windmilling drag
was 11 percent of the maximum net thrust obtainable at this air-
speed, The generalized values of air flow obtained with the engine
windmilling (fig. 11(c)) fell on a single curve for all altitudes
investigated.
SU 44ARY OF RESULTS
From an investigation in the Cleveland altitude wind tunnel of
the performance characteristics of the 19B-8 and 19XB-1 turbojet
engines and the windmilling drag characteristics of the 19B-8
engine, the following results were obtained:
1. A reduction_ in tail-pipe-nozzle area of the 19B-8 engine
from 135 to 106 square inches at a simulated altitude of 10,000 feet
and a free-stream ram-pressure ratio of 1.131 gave an increase in
jet thrust, net thrust, and fuel consumption with a reduction in air
flow and specific fuel consumption based on net thrust throughout
the entire range of engine speeds. This reduction in tail-pipe-
nozzle area at an engine speed of 16,500 rpm raised the jet thrust
43 percent, the net thrust 72 percent, and the fuel consumption
64 percent.
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2. With. a tail-pipe-nozzle area of 106 square inches on the
19B-8 engine, an increase in free-strewn ram-pressure ratio from
1.012 to 1.155 at a simulated altitude of 15,000 feet raised the jet
thrust and air flow and lowered the net thrust throughout the entire
range of engine speeds. The fuel consumption was lowered at all
engine speeds below 16,500 rpm.
3, At similar operating conditions, the corrected jet thrust
and the corrected air flow were approximately the same for both
engines and the corrected specific fuel consumption based on jet
thrust was lower for the 19XB-1 engine than for the 19B-8 engine.
4. With. th.e use of generalizing pressure and temperature
factors, jet-thrust, net-thrust, and air-flow data obtained from
both the 19B-8 and 19XB-1 engines at a given ram-pressure ratio and
tail-pipe-nozzle area, and at any altitude could be used to estimate
the performance of the engines at any other altitude. The perform-
ance parameters involving fuel consumption generalized only at high
engine speeds at simulated altitudes up to 15,000 feet. Above this
altitude these parameters did not generalize at any engine speedo
5. Th.e windmilling drag of the 19B-8 engine while it was
inoperative amounted to 2.5 percent of the maximum net thrust of the
engine at an airspeed of 200 miles per hour, and 11 percent of the
maximum net thrust of the engine at an airspeed of 375 miles per hour.
Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Ohio.
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APPENDIX -- M HODS OF CALCULATION
Temperature. - A sample thermocouple of the type used was cali-
brated cold up to a Mach number of 0.8. This calibration showed the
thermocouple measured the static temperature plus approximately
85 percent of the adiabatic temperature rise due to the impact of
the air on the thermocouple. Static temperature may be determined
from indicated temperature by applying this factor to the adiabatic
relation between temperature and pressure:
Ti
t
1+0.85 _p )T1
and the total temperature is
=
Tit	
7
T 
	 p
1+0.85 (P^7 -1
In order to detQrmine the static temperature of the jet, the
assumption was made that no loss occurred in total temperature or
total pressure between station 5 in the tail pipe and station j in
the jet. When this assumption is made, the static temperature in
the jet is
t j
T5
= ^_" 5
P'5
O^
The tunnel-test-section static temperature was determined from
the indicated temperature measured in the large section of the
tunnel just ahead of the test section. Because the velocity in the
large section of the tunnel was very low, the indicated temperature
measured in the large section is equal to the test-section total
temperature. The static temperature in the test section then is
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TO
t0 -
	 70-1
PO y0
p0
Tunnel-test-section velocity. - The tunnel-test-section
velocity was obtained from
YO-1
_ FJ,,7 Po  YO _V  
	 t0.^ p0 ^	 J
Air flow, - The air flow through. the engine was determined
from pressure and temperature measurements obtained with four
survey rakes at the cowl inlet (station 1, fig. 1). The equation
used to calculate the air flow is
yl-1
p l Al
 , 2J g c_p % Pl _ yl
Wa = p l Al Vl g = R
	 ti	
F p, ^	 - 1
Thrust and windmilling drag. - Two methods were used to cal-
culate the jet thrust. For the tests at approximately static
conditions when the tunnel-test-section velocity was low, the
thrust was measured directly on the balance scales. The external
drag of the nacelle and th.e initial momentum of the inlet air were
added to the scale thrust reading, which gave the following equa-
tion for jet thrust;
F j = B + 1/2 p0 V02 CD
 S + ma
 VO	(1)
Inasmuch as the scale-thrust term B of equation (1) was the
major part of the total thrust and could be measured within
±2 pounds, the jet thrust could be determined accurately at low
test-section velocities. Although. variations in the drag coeffi-
cient accompanying a change in inlet-velocity ratios could not be
determined, an error of as much. as 50 percent in the drag coeffi-
cient would result in less than a 1-percent error in thrust at
test-section airspeeds below 100 feet per second.
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For test-section airspeed: of 100 miles per hour or more the
jet th.rust was determined by using the mass air flow measured at
the cowl inlet, the fuel consumption ., and the jet velocity at the
vena contracta in the following equation:
F j = (ma + mf . ) Vj	 (2)
Calculating the jet thrust with these two methods for the static
tests gave a calibration factor that could be applied to equation (2)F
The value of the calibration factor, which is the ratio of measured
scale thrust to calculated tail=pipe thrust, was found to be 1,015.
By expansion of equation (2) and application of this factor to it'
the following expression used to calculate the jet thrust for all of
the tests except the static tests was obtained:
7j
F j = 1.015 mg r.^ 2J g cp, j t j (T5 
 
)	 - 1
0	 —^
The net thrust was then determined by subtracting the free-
stream momentum of the inlet air from the jet thrust:
Fn = F j - ma VO .
The net thrust horsepower was determined from the net thrust
and the true 'airspeed by the expression:
Fn VO
the = 550
The wi.ndmilling drag of the engine was determined from the
product of the mass air flow and the change in velocity of the air
that passes through. the engine by use of the equation
Dw = ma
 (VO - Vj)
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Fig, I
(a)	 With cowling.
I b )
	
Without cowling,
Figure Is - installation of 19B turbojet engine in under—
slung nacelle for investigation in altitude wind tunnel,
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Figure 2. — Longitudinal section of 19Bturbojet—engine installation showing measuring
stations.
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Corrected engine speed, N1416, rpm
Figure 3.- Relation between total-pressure ratio across cowl-inlet
screen and corrected engine speed for range of simulated
altitudes and flight speeds.
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(a) Relation between jet thrust and engine speed.
Figure 4,- Effect of altitude on performance characteristics of
198-8 turbojet engine. Tail-pipe-nozzle area, 135 square
inches; free -stream rare-pressure ratio, 1.013.
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(c) Relation between fuel consumption and engine speed.
Figure 4. — Continued. Effect of altitude on performance character-
istics of 19B-8 turbojet engine. Tail —pipe-nozzle area, 135
square inches; free — stream ram—pressure ratio, 1.013.
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(f) Relation between fuel-air ratio and engine speed.
Pigwe 4.- Concluded. Effect of altitude on performance character-
istics of 13B-8 turbojet engine. Tail-pipe-nozzle area, 135
square inches- free-stream ram-pressure ratio, 1,013.
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(a) Relation between jet thrust and engine speed.
Figure 5.- Effect of altitude on performance characteristics of
19 -1 turbojet engines Approximately static conditions.
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(b) Relation between .fuel consumption and engine speed
Figure 5, Continued Effect of altitude on performance character-
istics of 19XB-1 turbojet engine. Approximately static
eonditionsm
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(c) Relation between air flow and engine speed,
Figure 6.— Continued. Effect of altitude on performance character -
istics of 19XB--1 turbojet engine. Approximately static conditions.
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(d) Relation between specific fuel consumption based on jet
thrust and engine speed,
Figure S.- Continued. Effect of altitude on performance
characteristics of 19XB-1 turbojet enginee. Approximately
static conditions.
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(e) 'Relation between fuel—air ratio and engine speed„
Figure 5.-- Concluded, Effect of altitude on performance charac-
teristics of 19XB-1 turbojet engine„ Approximately static
conditions,
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(e) Relation between specific fuel consumption based on net
thrust and engine speed.
Figure 6.— Continued. Effect of free —stream ram—pressure ratio
on performance characteristics of 1988 turbojet engine.
Mail—pipe—nozzle area, 106 square inches; simulated altitude,
15,000 feet.
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(f) Relation between specific fuel consumption based on net
thrust horsepower and engine speed.
Figure S.°- Continued. Effect of free-stream ram-pressure ratio
on performance characteristics of 19B-8 turbojet engine.
Tail-pipe-nozzle area, 106 square inches; simulated altitude,
15,000 feet.	
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Figs 6g
Net thrust, Fn v lb
(g) Relation between specific fuel consumption based on net
thrust and net thrush
Figure 6, —
 Continued. Effect of free —stream ram—pressure ratio
on performance characteristics of 19E-8 turbojet engine,
Tall —pipe —nozzle area, 106 square Inches; simulated altitude„
15,000 feet,
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(h) Relation between fuel—air ratio and engine speed,
Figure 6.— Concluded. Effect of free—strews ram—pressure ratio
on performance characteristics of 198-8 turbojet engine.
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(a) Relation between Jet thrust and engine speed.
Figure 7.- Effect of tail-pipe-nozzle area on performance
characteristics of 19B-8 turbojet engine. Free-stream ram-
pressure ratio, 1.131; simulated altitude, 10,000 feet.
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(d) Relation between air flow and engine speed.
Figure 7.- Continued. Effect of tall-pipe-nozzle area on per-
formance characteristics of 199-8 turbojet engine. Free-stream
ram-pressure ratio, 1.131; simulated altitude, 10,000 feet.
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(e) Relations between specific fuel consumption based on net
thrust and engine speed.
Fi	 7.m Continued. Effect of tail-pipe —nozzle area on per-t
ormance characteristics of 19B-6 turbojet engine. Free-scream
ram-pressure ratio, 1131; simulated altitude, 10,000 feet.
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(f) Relation between specific fuel consumption based on net
thrust horsepower and engine speed.
Figure 7„-. Continued. :Effect of tail-pipe —nozzle area on per-
formance characteristics of 19B--8 turbojet en®inee Free-stream
ram-pressure ratio, 1,131; simulated altitude, 10,000 feet.
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(g) Relation between specific fuel consumption based on net
thrust and net thrush
Figure 7b-- Continued. Effect of tail-pipe- . nozzle area on per-
formance characteristics of 19B-8 turbojet engine. Free-scream
ram-pressure ratio, 1.131; simulated altitude, 10,000 feet.
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(h) Relation between fuel-air ratio and engine speed.
Figure 7 - Concluded, Effect of tail-pipe-nozzle area on per-formance characteristics of 198-8 turbojet engine Free-stream
ram-pressure ratio, 1.131; simulated altitude, 10,000 feet
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Figure G.– Effect of altitude on generalized performance charac -
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(d) Relation between corrected fuel consumption and corrected
engine speed,
Figure 8,-° Continued, Effect of altitude on generalized per-
formance characteristics of 198°8 turbojet engine, Free–
stream ram–pressure ratio,, 1„013 4 Tail–pipe–nozzle area,
135 square inches. Performance parameters corrected to 'NACA
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level,
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(e) Relation between corrected specific fuel consumption based
on net thrust and corrected engine speed,
Pigure 8. —
 Continued. Effect of altitude on generalized per-
f°ormmnce characteristics of 19R-8 turbojet engine, Free—
stream ram —pressure ratio, 1,013, 'Paid.—pipe—nozzle area,
135 square inches, Performance parameters corrected to i'dACA
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level,
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(f) Relation between corrected specific fuel consumption based on
net thrust and corrected net thrust.
Figure 8.- Continued, Effect of altitude on generalized performance
characteristics of 198-5 turbojet engine. Free-stream ram-pressure
ratio, 1.013. Tail-pipe-nozzle area, 135 square inches, Perform -
ance parameters corrected to NACA standard atmospheric conditions
at sea: l.evel^
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(g) Relation between corrected fuel
—air.ratio and corrected
engine speed.
Fi^ re S.— Concluded. Effect.of altitude on generalized per—
for -ante characteristics of 19B-8 turbojet engine, Free—
stream ram
—pressure ratio, 1.013, Tail
—pipe—nozzle area,
135 square inches. Performance parameters corrected to NACA
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level,
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Pigure 9.- Effect of altitude on generalized performance charac-
teristics  of 19XB-1 turbojet engine. Static test conditions.Perrorma ce parameters corrected to WACA standard atmospheric
conditions at sea. level,
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(b) Relation between corrected air flora, and corrected engine
speed.
Figure 9,— Continued. Effect of altitude on generalized per-
formance characteristics of 19XB-1 turbojet engine. Static
test conditions. Performance parameters corrected to NACA
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level,
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(c) Relation between corrected fuel, consumption and corrected
engine speed.
Figure 9.-a Continued,, Effect of altitude on generalized per-
formance characteristics of 19X5-1 turbojet engine. Static
test conditions, Performance parameters corrected to NACA
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level,
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(d) Relation between corrected specific fuel consumption based
on jet thrust and corrected engine speed,
Figure 9.— Continued, Effect of altitude on generalized peer°
formance characteristics of 19XB-1 turbojet engine. Static
test conditions, Performance parameters corrected to NACA.
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level,
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Figure 9.— Continued. Effect of altitude on generalized performance
characteristics of 19XB-1 turbojet engine. Static test conditions,
Performance parameters corrected to NACA standard atmospheric
conditions at sea level.
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Figure 9.— Concluded® Effect of altitude on generalized per-
formance characteristics of 19XB-1 turbojet engine, Static
test conditions. Performance parameters corrected to NACA
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level.
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Figure 10.- Effect of ram-pressure ratio on generalized per-
formance characteristics of 19R-8 turbojet engine ¢ Tail-
pipe—nozzle area, 106 square inches; simulated altitude,
15,000 feet, Performance parameters corrected to NACA
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level.
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Figure 10.- Continued. Effect of ram-pressure ratio on gener-
alized performance characteristics of 19B-8 turbojet engine,
Tail-pipe-nozzle area, 106 square inches; simulated altitude,
16,000 feet, Performance parameters corrected to NACA
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level,
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(c) Relation between corrected air flow and corrected engine
speed.
Figure 10. — Continued. Effect of ram. —pressure ratio on gener-
alized performance characteristics of 198-8 turbojet engine.
'fail—pipe—nozzle area, 106 square inches; simulated altitude,
15,000 feet. Performance parameters corrected to HACA
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level,
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(d) Relation between corrected fuel consumption and corrected
engine speed.
Figure 10.-- Continued, Effect of ram—pressure ratio on gener-
alized performance characteristics of 19B-8 turbojet engine,
Tail—pipe —nozzle area, 106 square inches; simulated altitude,
15,000 feet, Performance parameters corrected to NACA
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level,
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Figure 10.- Continued, Effect of ram-pressure ratio on gener-
alized performance characteristics of 198-8 turbolet engine,
Tail-pipe nozzle area, 106 squar=e inches; simulated altitude,
16 & 000 feet, Performance parameters corrected to WACA
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level„
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Figure 10. — Continued. Effect of rare—pressure ratio on generalized
performance characteristics of 19B-8 turbojet engine. Tail—pipe -
nozzle
 area, 106 square inches; simulated altitude, 15,000 feet,
Performance parameters corrected to NACA standard atmospheric
conditions at sea level,
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Figure 10.— Continued. Effect of ram pressure ratio on gener-
alized performance characteristics of 188°8 turbojet engine.
Tail—pipe —nozzle area, 106 square inches; simulated altitude,,15,000 feet, Performance parameters corrected to WACA
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level,
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Figure 10. — Concluded. Effect of ram—pressure ratio on gener-
alized performance characteristics of 198•8 turbojet engine,
Tail—pipe—nozzle area, 106 square inches-, simulated altitude,,
15,000 feet, Performance parameters corrected to NACA
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level,
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(b) Relation between true airspeed and ratio of windmilling drag
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Figure I.I.— Concluded, Effect of altitude on windmilling drag
characteri sties of 19B--8 turbojet engine, Tall—pipe^no7zle ares.,
135 square inches,
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